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1: Don't miss this new punk & new wave radio show this Friday night at 11pm on Alameda
Community Radio, KACR 96.1 FM. This is the real thing, produced right here in Alameda.
Learn more @OutcastsRevisitedRadio.

2: Another Outcasts Revisited show comes at you this weekend. 1970s and 80s music
and stories about the Stranglers and Celia and the Mutations, some Blondie and
Ramones, and one of the best sets in punk rock, led off by Stiv Bators and the Dead
Boys. Two chances to hear the program this weekend: Friday 10/6 at 11pm on KACR 96.1
FM in Alameda, and Saturday 10/7 at 11pm on KGPC 96.9 FM in Oakland. Tune in.

3: This weekend is another edition of Alameda's very own Outcasts Revisited. Listen to
the broadcast Friday night at 11pm on KACR 96.1 FM in Alameda and Saturday night at
11pm on KGPC 96.9 FM in Oakland. Lots of surprises on the show including the Dead
Boys, the Rings, the Count Bishops, Johnny Moped and a mystery band from LA. The
best in new wave and punk rock. Tune in.

4: Another great Outcasts Revisited radio show coming at you this weekend on KACR
96.1 Alameda (Fri. 12/1 at 11pm) and KGPC 96.9 Oakland (Sat. 12/2 at 11pm). Besides the
Drones, I'll feature the Zeroes, the Nosebleeds, the Rezillos, the Damned, Marseille and
bunch more early Punk and New Wave bands. Tune in!

4a: Hey, If you were there, as I was, for the beginnings of the punk scene in SF, I think
you’ll enjoy my radio program, Outcasts Revisited. I play early, rare punk just as KSAN’s
Outcastes did, but adding my own insights. Hear the podcasts at
http://www.kgpc969.org/outcastsrevisited/ or tune in on KACR in Alameda or KGPC in
Oakland

5a: You’re not going to want to miss this special 40th anniversary show on Outcasts
Revisited of the #SexPistols last concert on January 14, 1978, in San Francisco. If you
can’t wait, here’s a preview
http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisitedSexPistolsLive

5b: This weekend on Bay Area FM: 40th anniversary show of the #SexPistols last concert
on January 14, 1978, in San Francisco. If you can’t wait, here’s a preview, with photos I
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took at the concert:
http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisitedSexPistolsLive
Special: 40 years ago today, the last interview with the Sex Pistols before their breakup.
Listen to the full original KSAN broadcast on this Outcasts Revisited special podcast
http://bit.ly/SexPistolsKSAN1978Interview

6: This weekend on Outcasts Revisited, rare Devo live at the Fab Mab, the Slits, and SF
and LA bands. Tune in Fri. 2/2 at 11pm on KACR 96.1 and Sat. 2/3 at 11pm on KGPC 96.9.
Or listen now:
http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

7: Alameda’s own Outcasts Revisited hits the airwaves this weekend featuring the
Vibrators and a load of original punk and new wave. Vintage Lurkers, Mutants, X-Ray
Specs and more. Plus a special listener request by Times 5. Tune in Fri. 3/2 at 11pm on
Alameda Community Radio 96.1 or Sat. 3/3 at 11pm on KGPC 96.9 or listen to the podcast
now http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

8: It's a Blondie live special on Outcasts Revisited his weekend. Don't miss these rare live
tapes from '77 & '79, including the infamous show at SF's Old Waldorf. Listen on Alameda
Community radio 96.1 FM (Fri. 11pm) or on KGPG 96.9 FM in Oakland (Sat. 11pm) or the
podcast anytime at http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited. I've posted some of my photos of
Debbie Harry and the band right here: http://bit.ly/Heyman_Foto.

9: Grab a cool one, Alameda’s very own Outcasts Revisited show is coming at you this
weekend with real punk and new wave featuring four LA and SF bands, a couple of
Generation X tunes, the Runaways, Iggy Pop, the Normal, TRB and more. Tune in Fri 5/4
at 11pm on Alameda Community Radio KACR 96.1 FM or Sat 5/5 at 11pm on KGPC 96.9 FM
in Oakland. Listen to the podcast anytime http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited
10: This month's Outcasts Revisited is out now and on the airwaves this weekend on
KGPC and Alameda Community Radio's KACR. You won't want to miss rarities from the
Nipple Erectors (aka The Nips), Sham 69, Magazine, The Normals, 999 and XTC. There's
even a mod tribute set. The best in real punk and new wave. Listen to Episode 10:
http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

11: This month's Outcasts Revisited broadcast comes driving at you with two rare, vintage
1977 KSAN live shows: The Dead Boys at the Mabuhay Gardens and Eddy and the Hot
Rods at the Old Waldorf. Listen on FM to KACR 96.1 on Friday, July 6, or KGPC 96.9 on
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Saturday, July 7, both transmissions at 11pm. Or check out the stream anytime at
http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited. It's the best in real Punk and New Wave.

12: Just in time for the weekend, it’s Outcasts Revisited 12, the Cold War edition. Relive
your 80s fears and rage through the Ramones, New Order and The Ruts. We throw in
some Blondie and 999, read fan mail and add SF’s own Pearl Harbor & the Explosions
and Pink Section to the mix. Plus, a shout-out to legendary jock Richard Gossett and
KSAN Jive 95: The Movie. Tune-in right now, right here: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

13: Just in time for Labor Day, it's the Talking Heads live in 1977 at San Francisco's Old
Waldorf on this month's decidedly New Wave edition of Outcasts Revisited. Rare early
KSAN recording of the band, plus a firsthand account of how possibly the Talking Heads
came up with the name. You won't hear this anywhere else. Airing all this month on KGPC
96.9 and KACR 96.1 or listen now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited. Also, you can see my
photos of the Talking Heads right here: http://bit.ly/Heyman_Foto

14: It's Outcasts Revisited 14 with two proto-punk classics from the Tubes, a slathering of
crossover Punk and New Wave "hits," and a decent measure of the good stuff, like Gang
of Four and Wire, all but one tune from the 70s. Broadcast throughout October on KGPC
96.9 & KACR 96.1, or listen now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited. And you don't want to
miss my photos of a Tubes show right here: http://bit.ly/Heyman_Foto

15: Fall into fall with November's Outcasts Revisited radio show. A hodgepodge of early
Punk and New Wave from the likes of the Avengers, 999, the Circle Jerks, XTC and the
Gun Club. Broadcast throughout the month on KGPC 96.9 FM (first airing Sat 11/03
@11pm) & KACR 96.1 FM (first airing Fri 11/02 @11pm), or listen now:
http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited. See more photos of the Avengers here:
http://bit.ly/Heyman_Foto

16: I give a shout-out to KSFS, where I honed my DJ skills, on the December program: It's
the Holidays Humdrum show on this month's Outcasts Revisited. Hear from the likes of
the Buzzcocks, Blondie, The Rezillows, The Fall, Flipper, The Jam, the Teardrop Explodes
-- and even Warren Zevon. A mostly 1978 throwback of early Punk and New Wave you
won't want to miss. Broadcast throughout the month on KGPC FM 96.9 Oakland & KACR
FM 96.1 Alameda, or listen now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited.

17: Outcasts Revisited is kicking off 2019 with a rare January 1978 Ramones live show
from the Old Waldorf in San Francisco. You Ramones fans -- and pretty much everyone
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else -- will not want to miss the original band at their best in this live KSAN JIVE 95
recording from my archives. Listen now right here: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

18: Forget the Super Bowl. Listen to kinky sex and other war stories on February’s
Outcasts Revisited. This month, I’m featuring the Dead Kennedys, the Urinals, Circle
Jerks, Reagan Youth, Throbbing Gristle and a bunch more bands. Broadcasting now on
KGPC & KACR

19: This month on Outcasts Revisited, a rare live recording, introduced by KSAN JIVE 95's
The Bonnie Simmons Show more than 40 years ago, of one of the quintessential protest
bands of the punk movement, the Tom Robinson Band, or TRB as they were known back
in the day, from the Old Waldorf in San Francisco in 1978. Do not miss this show. Pay
close attention to the song Power in the Darkness, as timely now as it was then.
Broadcasting on KACR Alameda Community Radio, 96.1 FM in Alameda, Friday at 11pm,
and KGPC, Peralta Community Radio, 96.9 FM in Oakland, Saturday at 11pm. Or stream it
now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

20. We pay tribute to the English Beat's Ranking Roger, who died much too young, on this
month's Outcasts Revisited. There's also plenty of music from the likes of the Zeros, the
The Avengers (here's to you Penelope Houston and Hector Penalosa!), the Drones,
Chelsea, the Rezillos, and a whole lot more, including a set of only-in-punk-rock 3-word
song titles. Broadcasting on Alameda Community Radio, 96.1 FM in Alameda, Friday at
11pm, and KGPC, Peralta Community Radio, 96.9 FM in Oakland, Saturday at 11pm. Or
stream it now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

21: You Elvis Costello fans take note: Two rare live shows on this edition of Outcasts
Revisited. We present the entire first show that Elvis Costello & the Attractions played in
San Francisco in 1977 at the Old Waldorf and a portion of their 1978 show at Berkeley's
Zellerbach. Not to be missed are these early versions of Costello's songs before he
became the near-megastar he is nowadays. Catch it live this weekend on Alameda
Community Radio KACR 91.1 FM, Friday, 11pm, and on KGPC, Peralta Community Radio

96.9 FM, Saturday at 11pm, or stream it now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited
22: Outcasts Revisited is coming at you hard this month with a show devoted to ex-YU
1970s and 1980s punk rock. Hear a smattering of the best bands from former Yugoslavia,
including Pankrti (Ljubljana, Slovenia), Paraf (Rijeka, Croatia), KUD Idijoti (Pula, Croatia)
and Pekinška Patka aka Пекиншка Паткa (Novi Sad, Vojvodina/Serbia). You're not going
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to hear this stuff anywhere else. Broadcast in the states throughout June on KGPC 96.9 &
KACR 96.1, or listen now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited. And a shout out to my pal Zoran
Bogunovic for his help producing this show. Hvala!

23: July's Outcasts Revisited, made right here in Alameda, comes right at you through the
airwaves this weekend. Don't miss our 'My Way' shout out to Stan the Man, not to
mention cameos by XTC, the Cure, Joy Division, Siouxsie and the Banshees, a bit of the
Undertones and even a little Iggy and, not to be missed, some rare Bowie and Kraftwerk.

24: You could do a lot worse this weekend than listening to August’s Outcasts Revisited
Second Anniversary show. Nothing like the Cortinas, the Saints, Crime, Mink de Ville and
the Twinkeyz. Anyone remember Novak? Oh, there’s Pere Ubu’s 30 Seconds Over Tokyo
to add a haunting theme. Repeated endlessly on Alameda Community Radio KACR 96.1
FM in Alameda and KGPC, Peralta Community Radio,
96.9 FM in Oakland. Better yet, listen to the podcast now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

25: Another month and another episode of Outcasts Revisited. This one, a rare recording
from the archives: Mink DeVille live at San Francisco’s Old Waldorf in January 1977. You’re
gonna love this little-recognized band from back in the day, complete with Richard
Gossett’s intro. Broadcast this weekend on Alameda Community Radio KACR 96.1 FM at
11pm Friday, and KGPC, Peralta Community Radio 96.9 FM in Oakland, Saturday at 11pm.
Or listen to podcast now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

26: I get a little nostalgic for an age yet to come this month on Outcasts Revisited as I
feature my favorite bands from high school and college: Blondie (yes, that’s me in 1978
smooching with Debbie Harry), the Ramones, Sex Pistols, the Jam, and Buzzcocks.
Broadcast this weekend on Alameda Community Radio KACR, 96.1 FM at 11pm Friday,
and KGPC, Peralta Community Radio, 96.9 FM in Oakland, Saturday at 11pm. Or listen to
the podcast now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

27: Before you get overly thankful this month, check out November’s Outcasts Revisited,
Alameda’s own noisy punk rock radio program. It’s a follow-on to last month’s show
featuring some of my favorite original Punk and New Wave bands. Hear the likes of the
Clash, Generation X, the Stranglers, Nick Lowe, and XTC. Broadcast all month long on
Alameda Community Radio KACR, 96.1 FM and KGPC, Peralta Community Radio, 96.9 FM
in Oakland, Or listen right now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited
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28: It’s the Cars in 1978 live at SF’s Old Waldorf this month on
@[907872446055004:274:Outcasts Revisited]. None of that holiday mumbo jumbo, just
pure early New Wave in this rare live broadcast. Over the ether throughout December on
Alameda Community Radio KACR, 96.1 FM, and KGPC, Peralta Community Radio 96.9 FM
in Oakland, or stream it now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited Happy holidaze everybody.

29: To start off what will undoubtedly be a year of political angst, on Outcasts Revisited
this month, ex-KSAN intern Jeff Heyman hosts a show of old school political punk rock.
You’ll hear from the likes of Cock Sparrer, Method Actors, Wire, Sham 69, The Urinals, 4
Skins, The Dickies, Vice Squad, Peter and the Test Tube Babies, and more. It’s Punk at its
best. All month on Alameda Community Radio KACR, 96.1 FM, and KGPC, Peralta
Community Radio 96.9 FM in Oakland. Or stream it now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

30: Sex Pistols Encore: It's an encore broadcast of the SexPistols last concert on January
14, 1978, in San Francisco. And here are some photos I took at the concert:
http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisitedSexPistolsLive (Broadcast February 2020)

31: Alright, punk rock fans, this month on Outcasts Revisited it's a super rare 1976 live
show with the Patti Smith Group at the Boarding House in old time San Francisco. Plus a
bonus snippet of a rambling KSAN interview with the artist herself. Not to be missed,
airing this weekend and throughout the month on Alameda Community Radio KACR, 96.1
FM, and KGPC, Peralta Community Radio, 96.9 FM in Oakland. Or stream it now:
http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

32: Feeling down about the pandemic? This month's Outcasts Revisited show is
guaranteed not to help. It's our Eve of Destruction edition featuring doomsday songs
from the Dickies, the Clash, X-Ray Spex, the Specials, Blondie, XTC, the Stranglers, the
Jam's Wasteland and more. Stay holed up a little longer 'cause we're airing all month on
Alameda Community Radio, 96.1 FM, and KGPC, Peralta Community Radio, 96.9 FM in
Oakland. Or stream it right now: http://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisited

33: Back from our pandemic pause and ready to rock, it's Outcasts Revisited, the radio
program that brings you real punk and new wave. In our latest offering, we're
headbanging with the Members, the Rings, the Zippers, Flipper, 999, Killing Joke, and a
bunch more classic bands. Tune in on KGPC 96.9 FM in Oakland or KACR 96.1 FM in
Alameda,
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34: In this edition of Outcasts Revisited we pay tribute to Todd Stadtman, the East Bay
pop and punk icon who died much too young earlier this year. We play some songs from
some of Todd's bands, including The Blitz, B Team, and The Naked Into. And we listen to
some of Todd's favorite bands and explore the music that inspired him. Find out more
about Todd's multifaceted career in music, writing, and podcasting at
https://www.toddstadtman.com.

35. It's the covers edition of Outcasts Revisited. Sure, a lot of punk bands did covers of
other artists' songs. But how many bands have covered punk songs? More than you
might think. In this show, we play punk classics by Blondie, Devo, Ramones, Buzzcocks,
Sex Pistols, Clash, Stranglers, and the Cure, followed by cover versions from some truly
obscure bands, some of them downright bizarre. Don't miss the Outcasts Revisited
covers show right here or broadcasting on KACR 96.1 FM in Alameda and KGPC 96.9 FM
in Oakland. Rock on!

36. It's that time of year and we present some of our seasonal favs this month on
Outcasts Revisited. It's not going to be the kind of favorites you'd expect. Some punk
classics and some surprises. Tune in and hear hits and obscurities from the likes of
Kraftwerk, Bowie, the Tear Drop Explodes, the Dictators, the Jam, and even the Greg
Kihn Band and Pete Townshend and Ronnie Lane. It's the seasonal favorites show this
month on Outcasts Revisited. In the San Francisco Bay Area, you can also listen to the
broadcast all month on KGPC 96.9 FM in Oakland and KACR 96.1 FM in Alameda.

37. Celebrate the New Year with a new format at Outcasts Revisited. We ring in the New
Year with an exclusive interview with Zoran Bogunović of the Croatian rock band E.L.V.I.S.
(which doesn't stand for what you might think). Zoran talks about his new band, the punk
scene in former Yugoslavia, and his vision for making great rock 'n' roll. We sample
E.L.V.I.S.'s songs and the music that influenced Zoran and the band. Don't miss this
broadcast exclusive. Listen all month on KACR and KGPC or stream it right now:
https://bit.ly/OutcastsRevisitedShow. Learn more about the band E.L.V.I.S. at
http://www.elvis.com.hr.

38. With the drums of war beating evermore loudly, Outcasts Revisited makes a return to
the Cold War, which influenced the punk scene in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Join us
in a horrors-of-war and antiwar-inspired show featuring classic punk bands and a few
post-punk groups, such as the Clash, Dead Kennedys, Discharge, the Weirdos, Anti-Flag,
the Stranglers, UK Subs, and, of course, Laibach with its prescient song "NATO." We even
throw in the local Bay Area bands Flipper and the Avengers. It's the Drums of War show
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on Outcasts Revisited. In the San Francisco Bay Area, listen to the broadcast all month
long on KGPC 96.9 FM in Oakland and KACR 96.1 FM in Alameda.
39. The war has started and it is tragic. A new Cold War that's more brutal than the
original in the 1970-80s when punk was an anti-war force standing up to autocratic
dictators. In this month's Outcasts Revisited, we feature punk, post punk, new wave and
cold wave bands that are brave enough to challenge authority in the post-Soviet
republics, including some striking bands in Ukraine. The music is dark and deep and
reflective of our times. Tune in locally on community radio or stream it now. It's the Post
Soviet Punk Resistance show on Outcasts Revisited.

40. For April Fools we went out on a limb and did our first "acoustic punk" show on
Outcasts Revisited. Who would have thought the likes of Joan Jett, Iggy Pop, the
Descendents, Billy Bragg and the Ramones recorded acoustic versions of some of their
biggest hits? Plus we throw in some foundational proto-punks on their guitars, such as
Nikki Sudden, T. Rex, Patti Smith and Jonathan Richman. Newer punkers include
Anti-Flag, Bad Religion, the Interrupters, and the Distillers. Don't miss Outcasts Revisited's
all acoustic punk show on your local community radio station or stream it right here, right
now.

41. Re Styles, one of the most admired members of The Tubes, died at age 72 on Easter
Sunday. Re was hugely influential both in the band's music and their famous stage shows.
Her duet with lead singer Fee Waybill, "Don't Touch Me There," is a rock classic. In this
episode of Outcasts Revisited, I pay tribute to Re by broadcasting a 1975 Tubes live show
at San Francisco's Winterland, thanks to KSAN and the Internet Archive. This was the
year that Re joined the band and throughout this show she performs in several of the
onstage scenarios for which The Tubes were so famous. I saw Re and the Tubes in these
early years when I was in high school. Let me just say that no high school kid came away
from a Tubes' show unaffected. To give you an idea of the scene, here are some
photographs I took of Re and the band during a 1977 show at Bimbo's 365 Club in San
Francisco: https://heymanfoto.smugmug.com/Punk-Rock/The-Tubes/
Enjoy the show. RIP Re. You are missed.

42. In this episode of Outcasts Revisited we feature recordings of some of our favorite
punk, new wave, ska, and reggae bands by John Peel, the longtime BBC Disc Jockey.
"The Peel Sessions," as they were known, introduced literally thousands of bands to the
public. In this broadcast, we highlight just a sampling of the Peel Sessions, including
recorded-live-in-studio performances by The Jam, Buzzcocks, The Undertones,
Stranglers, The Slits, Bow Wow Wow, Siouxsie and the Banshees, Magazine, The Fall,
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The Selector, UB40, and Eek-A-Mouse. Don't miss these super high-fidelity recordings
and some insight into John Peel on this edition of Outcasts Revisited.

43. No, on this edition of Outcasts Revisited, we don't play the more than 800 versions of
Louie Louie, the classic cover song beloved by thousands since its hit status in the 1960s
and a punk rock encore favorite. We only tap a mere 19 takes of Louie Louie in this
marathon program from the likes of Iggy Pop, the Fall, Black Flag, Joan Jett, 39 Clocks,
the Kingsmen (the first and only chart-topping version), the Kinks, the Sonics, the Beach
Boys (imagine them on this show!), Pretty Things, Motorhead, Toots & the Maytals, and
many others. If you can take it, don't miss our hourlong Louie Louie marathon on
Outcasts Revisited. You'll never get it out of your head. Broadcast in the Bay Area on
KGPC and KACR or listen right here, right now.

44. Another great Outcasts Revisited radio show. This encore show features some of our
fav bands: the Drones, the Zeroes, the Nosebleeds, the Rezillos, the Damned, Marseille,
the Stranglers, Generation X, Mink de Ville and a bunch more early Punk and New Wave
bands. Tune in now! (Originally broadcast December 2017)
45. In an encore broadcast this month, it's a Blondie live special on Outcasts Revisited.
Don't miss these rare live tapes from '77 & '79, including the infamous show at SF's Old
Waldorf. I've posted some of my photos of Debbie Harry and the band right here:
http://bit.ly/Heyman_Foto (First broadcast April 2018.)

46. Just in time for the weekend, it’s an encore broadcast of Outcasts Revisited 12: The
Cold War edition. Relive your 80s fears and rage -- which is strangely relevant again --
through the Ramones, New Order and The Ruts. We throw in some Blondie and 999,
read fan mail and add SF’s own Pearl Harbor & the Explosions and Pink Section to the
mix. Plus, a shout-out to legendary jock Richard Gossett and KSAN, the Jive 95. (First
broadcast August 2018)

47. In this encore broadcast, it's the Talking Heads live in 1977 and 1978 in San Francisco
in a decidedly New Wave edition of Outcasts Revisited. Rare early KSAN recording of the
band, plus a firsthand account of how possibly the Talking Heads came up with the
name. You won't hear this anywhere else. Airing all this month on KGPC 96.9 and KACR
96.1. See my photos of the Talking Heads right here: http://bit.ly/Heyman_Foto (First
broadcast September 2018)

48. It's that time of year and with it comes our annual seasonal favs show and, believe us,
it's not going to be the kind of favorites you'd expect. Some punk classics and some
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surprises. Tune in and hear hits and obscurities from the likes of Kraftwerk, Bowie, the
Tear Drop Explodes, the Dictators, the Jam, and even the Greg Kihn Band and Pete
Townshend and Ronnie Lane. It's the annual seasonal favorites show ready to stream this
month on Outcasts Revisited.

49. Not a lot of people remember that the Sex Pistols, the band that started it all,
performed their last concert forever right here in San Francisco -- and I was there. So,
each January we present an encore broadcast of this infamous Sex Pistols concert,
which took place at Winterland on January 14, 1978. Broadcast all month long on KGPC
and KACR.

50. Since it's our 50th program, we go way back and do a sort of anniversary special
celebrating our very first broadcast on KPGC and KACR all those years ago. Nothing like
the Cortinas, the Saints, Crime, Mink de Ville and the Twinkeyz to take us on a trip down
memory lane. Anyone remember Novak? Oh, and there’s Pere Ubu’s 30 Seconds Over
Tokyo to add a haunting theme to the climax of the show. If you're a devotee to Outcasts
Revisited and punk rock, you will not want to miss this show. Or perhaps you're just
curious. Now's the time to explore punk and new wave in its original raw glory.

51. It’s an encore broadcast of the Cars in 1978 live at SF’s Old Waldorf this month on
Outcasts Revisited. Pure early New Wave in this rare live broadcast which you don't want
to miss this month on KACR and KRPC or by streaming the podcast right now. (First
broadcast December 2019)

52. Taking a detour this month from our usual punk and new wave offerings to bring you
another musical genre that we were into back in the late 1970s and early 1980s: Reggae.
We give a nod to the old KPFA show The Reggae Experience, in Outcasts Revisited 53,
we bring you the best in roots rock reggae with a focus on dub. Sit back, turn down the
lights and turn up the bass while we present an hour of dub style reggae from Black
Uhuru, Augustus Pablo, King Tubby, Prince Jammy, Lee "Scratch" Perry, Sly & Robbie,
Gregory Isaacs and other reggae legends.

Sex Pistols Interview on KSAN: More than 40 years ago, the last interview with the Sex
Pistols before their breakup aired on KSAN. Listen to the full original KSAN broadcast on
this Outcasts Revisited special podcast. It is truly a rough-cut piece of history.
(Podcast-only Edition)


